r.p.s.public school
bari pahari, patna-7
summer vacation Holiday homework (2019-20)

CLASS – VII
Sub:- English
1. Write the summary and draw figure with word meaning of Ch-3.
2. Write the definition with ex of Ch-6 & complete ex in copy.
3. Complete the 5 pages from all the section.(Reading/ Writing/ Grammar)

Project:- Make a poster on topic save environment to must food across the message to
bring awareness among the public.

Sub:- Science
Chemistry :1. Collect the sample of sources of acid and also shows their strength.
2. Write down the classification of acid and base.

Physics:1. Discuss the land breeze and sea breeze and also the use of thermo flask.
2. Different temperature scale.

Biology:1. Learn Q/Ans of Ch- 1 And 2.
2. Draw a figure of human digestive system.

Assignment:3. Ch -1 Q.no -4 and 6.Pg no-11 and 12.
4. Ch-2 & no,5,6,7 Pg .no -24.

Subject:- Maths








Define all types of property.
Write the divisibility rule of 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9and 11.
Write Roman numbers (1 to 100).
Write and Learn table 2 to 20 (Ten times).
Do Ex-2’A’,2’B’ and 2 ‘C’
Project:- Draw isometric Sketch of a cuboid.

Subject :- SST
Geography:1. Explain ( with picture in note copy)
(i) Core
(ii) Mantle
(iii) Crust
2. Explain each layer of the atmosphere.

History:1. Write the note of each rules of medivals periods with picture.
2. Write the note on ancient people.

Civics:1. Write the lists of political parties and explain its features ,along with sign and
Symboler.

Sub:- Hindi
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Revise all previously taught chapters 1-3.
Write all hard words of Ch-4 to 7
Learn Q/Ans of Ch-1 to 3.
Write an essay on –
Prepare a project of dances of different states in A/4 Sheet.

Sub:- Sanskrit
1- “kCn :Ik & nso ] “ke ] yrk ] jekA
2- /kkrq :Ik & ue~ ] py ] xe~ ] ¼ik¡pks ydkjks½ esAa
3- Ikfj;kstuk dk;Z & mPpkj.k LFkkukfuA

Sub:- Computer





Read Ch-3 and write ten hard words
Do objective Q/Ans of Ch-3 in book.
Learn everyviation from pg no -144.
Dra a power point window on the biosheet paper.

